
Commercial Pilot

Why Kingsky?

Kingsky Flight Academy puts you on 
a Fast Track to be a professional Pilot

Price List
Part 141 -  Commercial Pilot - C172

Although it is a standard check-off for the person 
planning to fly for a living, the commercial certificate, 
is  also a good way for the recreational flier to gain 
increased confidence and become more 
professional in the cockpit. 

Even if you don't plan to fly for a living, working on 
your commercial pilot certificate can be a good idea. 
Like the instrument rating, the commercial hones 
basic flying skills.

Minimum Required Total (US$)US$/hour

40 Dual Flight Time

35 Ground Training

15 Complex Aircraft (PA28R) 234.00

Additional Costs US$

Course Materials

FAA Written Exam

Designated Examiner Fee

150.00

165.00

500.00

65.00 2,275.00

214.00

3,510.00

8,560.00

Note: The hours contained here are projected based on the currently approved TCO under Part 141 FAR requirements. Any new 
regulatory changes may affect the price and number of required hours needed for certification. Any additional hours required in order 
to achieve individual proficiency, would be at the published hourly rates. ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT 
NOTICE.

65 Solo Flight Time 149.00 9,685.00

Total Charges 24,030.00

3131 Flightline Dr, #304
Lakeland, FL 33811

1-844-546 4759
kingskyfa.com

Come visit us!

Our mission is to maintain the highest level of Safety, 
Quality and Efficiency in training. With over 50 years of 
airline experience, our school was acknowledged by 
AOPA with the flight training experienced award.

Cessna C-172
Engine: Lycoming O-320 D2J

Horsepower: 160HP
Cruise Speed: 140 MIAS

The Cessna 172 Skyhawk is an American four-seat, single-engine, high wing, 
fixed-wing aircraft made by the Cessna Aircraft Company. First flown in 1955, 
more 172s have been built than any other aircraft. Measured by its longevity and 
popularity, the Cessna 172 is the most successful aircraft in history. Cessna 
delivered the first production model in 1956 and as of 2015, the company and its 
partners had built more than 44,000. The aircraft remains in production today.
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